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After the Party
A Study Guide for Theresa Rebeck's "Spike Heels,"
excerpted from Gale's acclaimed Drama For Students.
This concise study guide includes plot summary;
character analysis; author biography; study questions;
historical context; suggestions for further reading;
and much more. For any literature project, trust
Drama For Students for all of your research needs.
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Cat in a Diamond Dazzle
Spanning more than five hundred years of theater
history, a comprehensive compilation of scenes and
monologues for actors and theater students includes
classic Shakespearean texts, Restoration dramas, and
other works by Beth Henley, Terrence McNally, Paula
Vogel, Eve Ensler, Christopher Durang, Donald
Margulies, Jeffrey Sweete, and other noted
playwrights. Original. 20,000 first printing.

Golden Jubilee Catalog
From Best Friends To…Parents? As teenagers, Amy
Carrigan and Teddy McCabe made a solemn vow to
each other: if they didn't find their soul mates by
thirty, they'd start a family…together. Now, with
everyone around her having babies, Amy is afraid
motherhood will pass her by. That's when the sexy
rancher pops the question. If best friends can't help
each other out, who can? Teddy wants the same thing
Amy does. Now he's holding her to their promise of
long ago. Their wedding stuns everyone in
Laramie—including the McCabe and Carrigan clans.
But no one is more surprised than Teddy and Amy
when their close bond deepens into something even
more precious. Together, will they ring in the New
Year with a baby of their own?

Trophy Hunt
An autobiographical novel set in 1960s Ireland, this
irresistible debut follows the rise and fall of the
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O’Feeney family, as seen through the eyes of a
precocious little girl. More savage than civilized,
Noleen is a rare character from a Dublin long
forgotten, where Nelson’s Pillar still stands in
O’Connell Street?but not for long?and where untamed
musicians gather in the O’Feeneys’ kitchen to raise a
jar and the roof. Noleen’s father, a successful actor
and scoundrel king of the city, does his best to
destroy his family, while her mother tries to save it.
Noleen schemes to make it through each Dublin day,
cadging sweets and growing tough in the midst of
chaos. Can a fierce girl’s powerful imagination hold
her family together, safe as geese in the sky, in their
home on Tolka Row?

The Ministry of Thin
Metzger's Dog
Prepared by the Council on Tall Buildings and Urban
Habitat of ASCE. This report examines the loads to
which tall buildings are subjected so that engineers
can precisely define the related structural elements
that are necessary before translating a client's needs
into a safe design. The report explores five different
classes of loads?gravity loads and temperature
affects, earthquake loads, wind loading and wind
effects, fire, and accidental loads?as well as quality
control and overall safety considerations.ØSteel
buildings, which hold the record for height, tax the
designer's ingenuity to provide adequate resistance
to lateral loading. Concrete buildings are both more
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numerous and widely distributed, and for them
vertical gravity loads may be the chief problem. Both
steel and concrete buildings and lateral and vertical
loads are addressed. Other subjects covered include:
dead, live, cyclic snow, construction, and combined
loads; code requirements; meteorological and
environmental factors in design; firefighting
provisions; and modeling. Contributions came from
more than 800 contributors, all international and
professional and heavily representing design and
industrial firms. Condensed references follow each
chapter, and a glossary is included.

For Appearance' Sake
LIFE
The Sho Hondo Convention is over. Three thousand
Buddhist Americans have returned from Japan,
exhausted but triumphant. Relentlessly the next
campaign begins: six months from now, a Festival on
Ice will be held at the San Diego Sports Arena.
Unknown to all, deadly cancer has invaded the body
of George M. Williams, supernova nucleus of NSA.
Urgent surgery is required, but this would delay the
San Diego Convention. Will he save himself, or defy
death to pursue the dream of a destitute priest who
vowed seven hundred years ago to save humankind?

A Study Guide for Theresa Rebeck's
"Spike Heels"
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All About Wearing High Heels
False Allegations
Did you know that the feet are the only part of a
woman's body that naturally LOSES fat as she gets
older--resulting in the potential for greater foot pain
as a woman ages? Learn tips to fight this loss--and
countless other secrets of woman's foot care--as a top
female podiatric surgeon shows you why Your Feet
Don't Have to Hurt. In this unique volume, Dr.
Suzanne M. Levine will offer the first comprehensive
guide to the prevention and treatment of foot pain
that acknowledges the greater prevalence and
severity of women's foot problems. This book will take
a decade-by-decade approach to foot care for women,
explaining what we can do in our twenties, thirties,
and forties to avoid foot pain and surgery in our
fifties, sixties, and beyond. Featuring: *An "A to Z"
symptom-finder for foot problems common to both
men and women: *corns *calluses *heel soreness
*athelete's foot *nail fungus *How to prevent and
treat serious joint problems and ligament tears *Indepth coverage of foot problems specific to women
*The danger of botched pedicures *How the stresses
of pregnancy can affect your feet *How to repair the
painful damage done by high-heeled shoes Dr. Levine
will show women authoritatively and clearly how to
end and prevent foot pain.

Restless Souls
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Anita Blake is a vampire hunter. But when someone
else sets his sights on her prey, she must save them
both from the inferno. From the Paperback edition.

Clinical Application of Neuromuscular
Techniques, Volume 2 E-Book
Commercial America
We’re obsessed with weight, we dislike our bodies, we
worry about the food we eat, we feel guilty, we diet.
Too many of us are locked into a war with our own
bodies which we’ll never win, and which will never
make us happy. The Ministry of Thin takes a
controversial, unflinching look at how the modern,
international obsession with weight loss, youth,
beauty, and perfection has spun out of control. Emma
Woolf, author of An Apple a Day, explores how we
might all be able to stop hating and start liking our
own bodies again. She rallies against the industries of
food, health, exercise, beauty, sex, and surgery that
seek to create a world that verges on the Orwellian
—with the victims of this onslaught trapped and
dominated by the societal pressures to conform. And
she dares to ask: if losing weight is the answer, what
is the question?

Clutching Poochie
Many children are doomed to grow up in abusive
homes, whether it is living with one or more alcoholic
parents or something else that provides an extremely
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dysfunctional home life. Some children don’t know
what it is like to live in a loving home environment.
They might even have to fend for themselves or take
on the responsibilities of an adult to help raise their
neglected younger siblings while they are not yet
even a teenager. The author grew up in such a home.
She lived a childhood of neglect and one filled with
trauma. It was a childhood full of fear and
psychological abuse. When she came home from
school, she often wondered whether the house would
still be there or burned to the ground because her
alcoholic mother’s lit cigarette started yet another
fire. In her late teens she looked for a way out
through marriage, only to find herself in yet another
abusive environment. Her married life was filled with
lies, cheating, financial insecurity, physical and more
psychological abusive, and alcohol. Instead of
escaping the life she knew as a child, she was
immersed in a marriage that just perpetuated a life of
fear and frustration. However, this book is the story
about a woman who found a way up and out to a life
of self-fulfillment, peace and happiness. It is a story
for anyone who feels that they are locked into a
situation of fear and despair. It is a story with an
unbelievable happy ending.

Tall Building Criteria and Loading
Theresa Rebeck: Spike heels
Encyclopedia of the Exquisite
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Eva Gabor an Amazing Woman
A girl can never have too much luck. . . Once upon a
time, Josie Vaughn went from living the simple life to
becoming the "it" girl of the fashion modeling scene.
But the fairy tale abruptly ended, leaving her with no
career, a stash of unpaid bills, and an empty social
calendar. Then a twist of fate lands her back in front
of the camera, and she suddenly finds herself under
the spell of Marcus Ashland--the drop-dead gorgeous
"it" guy of the fashion photography scene that
everyone wants in their bed. And the only bed Marcus
wants to be in--is Josie's. . . . When it comes to love. . .
Marcus seems to have it all: youth, style, and loads of
sex appeal. . .unlike Andy Wyatt--the southern
millionaire businessman who does nothing for Josie's
libido, although he is the sweetest man she's ever
met. So why is she bothered when she runs into him
with a blonde bombshell on his arm? And why can't
she stop thinking about him? Now, torn between two
men, Josie will have to hope for another twist of fate
to give her a happily-ever-after kind of love. . . "A
wicked, clever send-up of the world of
fashion!"--Simon Doonan, author of Nasty--My Family
and Other Glamorous Varmints

The Girl in the Spike-heeled Shoes
Eva Gabor an Amazing Woman is the authors story
and experience during her lifetime with Eva Gabor &
while writing the story she was able to write about a
conspiracy theory of a group that was trying to
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discredit the author spreading that she never knew
Eva and that everything she is writing are lies. It is
unedited for a reason. The story is also about the sex
vixen Eva Gabor, who was enamored not only by men
but also admired by women, Evas a loves, heartaches
and the one that got away and her untimely death
July 4 1995 due to a freaky accident in Baja California

The Rancher's Christmas Baby
Clinical Application of Neuromuscular Techniques,
Volume 2 - The Lower Body discusses the theory and
practice of the manual treatment of chronic pain,
especially with regards to the soft tissues of the lower
body. Authored by experts of international renown,
this highly successful book provides a structural
review of each region, including ligaments and
functional anatomy, and includes step-by-step
protocols that address each muscle of a region. The
volume now comes with an EVOLVE site for
instructors who can download the full text and images
for teaching purposes. Provides a comprehensive ‘onestop’ volume on the treatment of somatic pain and
dysfunction Designed and written to meet the needs
of those working with neuromuscular dysfunction in a
variety of professions All muscles covered from the
perspective of assessment and treatment of
myofascial pain Describes normal anatomy and
physiology as well as the associated dysfunction
Gives indications for treatments and guidance on
making the appropriate treatment choice for each
patient Combines NMT, MET, PR and much more to
give a variety of treatment options for each case
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Describes the different NMT techniques in relation to
the joint anatomy involved Practical step-by-step
descriptions provided to make usage easy Includes
acupuncture, hydrotherapies and nutritional support
as well as guidance for the patient in the use of selfhelp approaches Contains up-to-date evidence based
content Presents the latest research findings
underpinning the practice of NMT methodology from
differing areas of practice Presents the increasingly
refined ways of using the variety of MET methods to
allow the reader to safely apply them in a variety of
settings

The Medical Pickwick
Tough feline sleuth Midnight Louie and his human
sidekick, Temple Barr, investigate when a romance
writers' convention, complete with male Hunk
pageant, is threatened by theft and the murder of one
of the contestants

Rijicho
Burke--ex-con, mercenary, sometime killer--makes his
living preying on New York's most vicious predators
and avenging their innocent victims. But in Andrew
Vachss's mercilessly suspenseful new novel, Burke
finds himself working the other side of the street,
where guilt and innocence are as disposable as the
sheets in a Times Square hotel--and as dirty. Burke's
new employer is Kite, a fanatical crusader who
specializes in debunking "false allegations of child
sexual abuse. Kite has a case that may be the real
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thing, but needs Burke to tell him if it is. And if mere
money can't persuade Burke to cooperate, Kite has
plenty of other incentives at his disposal--including a
fanatical bodyguard with a taste for corsets and brass
knuckles. A tour guide to hell written in icy prose,
False Allegations is Vachss at his most unnerving.

Burnt Offerings
Encyclopedia of the Exquisite is a lifestyle guide for
the Francophile and the Anglomaniac, the gourmet
and the style maven, the armchair traveler and the
art lover. It’s an homage to the esoteric world of
glamour that doesn’t require much spending but
makes us feel rich. Taking a cue from the exotic
encyclopedias of the sixteenth century, which
brimmed with mysterious artifacts, Jessica Kerwin
Jenkins’s Encyclopedia of the Exquisite focuses on the
elegant, the rare, the commonplace, and the
delightful. A compendium of style, it merges whimsy
and practicality, traipsing through the fine arts and
the worlds of fashion, food, travel, home, garden, and
beauty. Each entry features several engaging
anecdotes, illuminating the curious past of each
enduring source of beauty. Subjects covered include
the explosive history of champagne; the art of
lounging on a divan; the emergence of “frillies,” the
first lacy, racy lingerie; the ancient uses of sweetsmelling saffron; the wild riot incited by the
appearance of London’s first top hat; Julia Child’s tip
for cooking the perfect omelet; the polarizing practice
of wearing red lipstick during World War II; Louis XIV’s
fondness for the luscious Bartlett pear; the Indian
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origin of badminton; Parliament’s 1650 attempt to
suppress Europe’s beauty mark fad; the evolution of
the Japanese kimono; the pilgrimage of Central Park’s
Egyptian obelisk; and the fanciful thrill of dining
alfresco. Cleverly illustrated, Encyclopedia of the
Exquisite is an ode to life’s plenty, from the
extravagant to the eccentric. It is a celebration of
luxury that doesn’t necessarily require money. BONUS
MATERIAL: This ebook edition includes an excerpt
from Jessica Kerwin Jenkins's All the Time in the
World.

Too Close to the Falls
"Pygmalion goes awry in contemporary comedy of
manners which explores sexual harassment,
misplaced amour and the possibility of a four sided
love triangle."--Doollee.com.

New York Supreme Court Appellate
Division Second Department
Welcome to the childhood of Catherine McClure
Gildiner. It is the mid-1950s in Lewiston, New York, a
sleepy town near Niagara Falls. Divorce is unheard of,
mothers wear high heels to the beauty salon, and
television has only just arrived. At the tender age of
four, Cathy accompanies Roy, the deliveryman at her
father's pharmacy, on his routes. She shares some of
their memorable deliveries-sleeping pills to Marilyn
Monroe (in town filming Niagara), sedatives to Mad
Bear, a violent Tuscarora chief, and fungus cream to
Warty, the gentle operator of the town dump. As she
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reaches her teenage years, Cathy's irrepressible spirit
spurs her from dangerous sled rides that take her "too
close to the Falls" to tipsy dances with the town
priest.

Exam Prep for: Spike Heels; Acting Copy
for Play
In this thriller in the #1 New York Times bestselling
Joe Pickett series, the Wyoming game warden is up
against a vicious killer who's more beast than man
Local authorities in Twelve Sleep County, Wyoming,
are quick to label a rash of animal mutilations as the
work of a grizzly bear, but game warden Joe Pickett
suspects that something far more sinister is afoot.
And when the bodies of two men are found disfigured
in the same way, his worst feats are confirmed: A
modern-day Jack the Ripper is on the loose—and the
killings have just begun.

Supreme Court
Medical Pickwick
Sweet Eyes is the wondrous story of the young
woman Honey Parrish, who becomes involved in an
interracial love affair and struggles to solve
longstanding mysteries in her hometown and to move
beyond her family?s troubled past.

Fashion Slaves
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Examines all aspects of beauty, body ornamentation,
and grooming.

Sweet Eyes
This book discusses when one should not wear high
heels, toe nail care, how to shop for high heels,
getting the proper fit, shoe uppers, shoe soles, straps,
boots, mules, slippers, loose fitting sandals, ground
surfaces, foot cushions, platform soles, toe types, heel
types, measuring heel height, mid-heels, high heels
including super high 6 and 7 inch heels, shoe styles,
how to prepare new shoes, what to do with shoes that
do not fit, how long one can wear high heels, caring
for shoes, maintaining health, and old age. There are
also chapters about foot arches, Achilles tendons, calf
muscles, walking, and much, much more. This book
can be invaluable to devoted high heel wearers, as
well as beginners.

Lobelia Lodge
The Lame Horse
Too short to be a model, too unartistically inclined to
be a designer, Valerie Wagner has finally found her
niche in the fashion world she loves as the publicist
for Glass Slipper, Inc., and the mastermind behind the
launch of their brand-new glossy magazine. She's
signed up the perfect cover model - Prince Charming,
an advice columnist who's won the hearts of millions
of women with his acerbic wit and his on-target
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romantic insight. Best of all, he's never revealed his
real name or shown his face. Until now. And it's
Valerie who's about to bring him into the limelight.
There's just one problem. America's sweetheart, the
sexy and sensitive man who's helped millions of
women get their man, is coming out of the closet with
a vengeance. Valerie's new-found career is teetering
on the brink of ruin. She can't crush the hopes of all
the buyers of the magazine. She can't get Eric out of
his seven-figure contract. And Prince Charming
himself is tired of living a lie, and wants to find his
own Mr. Right. Looks like there's no way out. Until Eric
offers up his childhood best friend Jack, a sportswriter
with a devilish smile and a chain of ruined
relationships behind him. With Eric as the brains of
the operation and Jack as the heartthrob that the
media can sink its teeth into, they're an unbeatable
team, and no one ever has to know until Jack notices
that behind Valerie's overachiever businesswoman
personality is a woman with her very own kind of
charm, and he decides to take matters into his own
hands Fresh, sexy, and funny enough to have come
from the pen of Prince Charming himself, Donna
Kauffman transcends the boundaries of romance and
chick lit to take her own particular twist on a fairy
tale.

Dear Prince Charming
The much-loved comic thriller by the author of the
Edgar Award–winning The Butcher’s Boy is now, by
popular demand, back in print, featuring a new
Introduction by bestselling author Carl Hiaasen. When
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Leroy “Chinese” Gordon breaks into a professor’s lab
at the University of Los Angeles, he’s after some
pharmaceutical cocaine, worth plenty of money.
Instead, he finds the papers the professor has
compiled for the CIA, which include a blueprint for
throwing a large city into chaos. But how is the CIA to
be persuaded to pay a suitable ransom, unless of
course someone actually uses the plan to throw a
large city into chaos—Los Angeles, for instance?
Assigned to cope with the crisis and restore the
peace, veteran agent Ben Porterfield steps onto the
scene to remind us that the CIA’s middle name is,
after all, Intelligence. Enlivening the mix are Gordon’s
beautiful girlfriend, Margaret, his temperamental cat,
Dr. Henry Metzger, and Metzger’s friend, an enormous
half-wild dog with huge teeth.

The All-New Teen Quiz Book
You're cordially invited to… Ella Sanborn loves a good
party. Back in her socialite days, she used to be the
life and soul of them! Now, however, Ella's on the
other side of the invitation—organizing parties rather
than attending them. But Ella's no quitter. She'll
become New York's premier events planner even if it
kills her! Which working with straitlaced new client
Chase Trumbull might well do…. Chase has been too
busy saving his family's business to find much to
laugh about recently. He might have agreed to throw
a themed party, but that doesn't mean he's off duty
just yet! Until he meets Ella. Something about her
tempts him to loosen his tie, take off his suit jacket
and finally have some fun….
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Smarty Girl
This is a record of how I dealt with sexual abuse
before I was old enough to have words to talk about
it. I have always known Poochie's name, but I did not
understand who she was. It turns out she was the
defining presence in my life. From the moment I
jumped out of my skin on to the wall when I was
three, I was eager to talk about it with someone.
Those around me focused on the legal definition of
rape. I did not know about rape, but I wondered why I
jumped out of my skin.

The Miracle of Healing After Years of
Abuse
LIFE Magazine is the treasured photographic
magazine that chronicled the 20th Century. It now
lives on at LIFE.com, the largest, most amazing
collection of professional photography on the internet.
Users can browse, search and view photos of today’s
people and events. They have free access to share,
print and post images for personal use.

Spike Heels
On the first weekend of summer, Elsie and her friends
meet at their cabin in the woods. As Elsie struggles to
repair the dilapidated retreat, the other women
become too distracted by their own problems to get
involved. Elsie hammers away at loose siding, while
her best friend, Diane, drinks wine coolers. One
evening during Art Night, when they celebrate their
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artistic pursuits, the women-only weekend is
interrupted by the presence of two mysterious men
who emerge from the woods. The next day as Elsie
tries to deal with the unmistakable attraction to one
of the men, she is forced to face the real reason for
the gathering. As old and new wounds resurface,
conflicts erupt between the hold of the past and the
need to let go. Elsie discovers the fate of the lodge as
she discovers the importance of friendship in her life.

Your Feet Don't Have to Hurt
Sam Merrick is wondering if he has bitten off more
than he can chew. He just wanted to be a hero to his
ex-wife, Amanda, and his granddaughter, Samantha,
by helping them understand and embrace their
special gift---the memories of their past lives. Hosting
a retreat in the splendid isolation of the San Juan
Islands, Sam brings Amanda and Samantha together
with eight others who have the memories to discover
why they have been singled out and other possible
commonalities that can offer clues to making sure the
memories are a gift and not a curse. The group shares
stories of their past and current lives that include
tales of passion, love, hatred, humor, courage,
sacrifice, history and all manner of dramaAnd then,
there is the mysterious death of one of their group. As
days pass, new relationships form, questions are
answered and more questions emerge, and Sam
wonders if his plan will backfire and he will lose
Amanda to another in the group. Take a what if
journey with Sam and these RESTLESS SOULS as they
re-live the ultimate do-overs.
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Play the Scene
What better way for girls to get to know themselves
and their friends than with The All-New Teen Quiz
Book? This fun book quizzes over all of the important
and trendy things in a girl's world: guys, style, friends,
family, school, and, of course, you! You know that boy
who sets your heart aflutter—how can you tell if his
moves mean “I like you, too”? What about your
friends; are they true and here to stay, or is it time to
find a new group of buds? How do you handle peer
pressure? Do you know how to keep up a healthy
body? What type of college is right for you? Being a
teen is great, but it also comes with mixed messages
and a ton of expectations from friends, parents,
teachers, and the media. Let’s be honest: The
teenage years can be super confusing. Updated
specifically for today’s young people, The All-New
Teen Quiz Book breaks down these conflicting signals
for you with over sixty amusing quizzes that you can
take on your own or with your friends. From getting
over that ex-boyfriend, to dealing with tough
teachers, to finding your celebrity style twin, you can
count on The All-New Teen Quiz Book to help find your
true self, in the most fun way.
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